Testing - Thursday

- Recap on interrogating scenario outcomes
- Split in Country Groups (or sub-groups):
  - This facilitate assistance from National Consultants
- Work though the HYPOTHETICAL SCENARIOS
- Specialists – Please pick one or two indicators in your discipline and work through these with each country
- Adjust Response Curves if you wish to see what the change in outputs will be
- Make use of:
  - Guide to BioRA DSS
  - BioRA Team
- Record comments on outcomes for feedback on Friday
After lunch

- Pick a scribe and a presenter
- Each country team pick an indicators
- Work through why it is reacting the way it is
- Make recommendations for change/retain
- Presentation (10 min)

Testing Friday

Focus = TESTING SCENARIOS

- Decide on Friday morning what sort of groups will work best
- Work through the test scenarios
- Make use of:
  - Guide to BioRA DSS
  - Specialists’ Report
  - BioRA Team
- Record comments for feedback in afternoon session
Thank You